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U. S. 1803 rear sight.................................................. #RS-1803
This nice early rear sight is copied from an original U. S. Model
1803 “Harper’s Ferry” flint rifle. Made a bit taller, to allow sight-in,
no notch is cut. Use our Swiss Needle Files to notch it.
#RS-1803
U.S. 1803 sight, steel
only $7.99
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Germanic rear sight, with fancy front finial......... #RS-Jaeg-3
This sight has a classic Germanic appearance and is appropriate for a Jeager hunting rifle, or early Transitional longrifle. The
wide violin shaped base will overhang the dovetail, a correct
feature on German rifles. Dovetail is .370” long, by .708” wide,
dovetail to a depth of .050”. Overall length of the sight is 2-5/32”.
#RS-Jaeg-3 fixed Germanic rear sight, steel
only $ 8.99
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Feather finial rear sight ...........................#RS-G-403-14 or 16
Wax cast steel, not polished, this sight has a long feather finial at
front and is patterned from a antique rifle photographed in Rifles
of Colonial America by Dr. George Shumway. Does the feather
signify the rifle’s swift speed? Undercut base is .750” long on
both sizes, .545” wide, on the 7/8” and .587” on the 1”. Dovetail
to .050” deep. The blade should stand .24” above the plane of
the barrel. Wax cast from malleable steel should any straighting
of the feather be required.
#RS-G-403-14 iron feather finial sight, up to 7/8” only $7.99
#RS-G-403-16 iron feather finial sight, up to 1” only $7.99
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Jaeger rear sight ...........................................#RS-Jeag-L or H
Wax cast steel, not polished, this sight is available with 2 different
sight blade heights. This sight is smaller than most Jaeger sights,
which makes it suitable for smaller octagon barrels. The undercut
base is .460” long, .590” wide, up to .062” deep.
#RS-Jaeg-L
Jeager rear sight, low blade
only $7.99
#RS-Jaeg-H
Jaeger rear sight, high blade
only $7.99
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Folding leaf sight....................................................#RS-Jaeg-2
Wax cast steel, the leaf may be pinned from both sides, eliminating
the need to drill a long hole. Remove the finial for use on an English
sporting rifle. Base is .350” long, .750” wide, and .062” deep.
#RS-Jaeg-2
Jeager rear sight, steel
only $19.99
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Small folding leaf sight............................................#RS-LP-K
Wax cast blade and base , with a pretty “Q” finial. Use a drill
press to install your pivot pin. No instructions. As cast, the base
is .625” wide, .545” long, and .063” deep, for use on a 15/16”
or smaller octagon barrel.
#RS-LP-K
iron folding leaf sight, steel
only $16.99
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Fancy Fixed Jaeger rear sight...........................#RS-FJ-B or I
This rear sight has a hidden dovetail base measuring .380”
long, .712” wide, .050” deep. A fancy finial extends along the top
flat of the barrel. Usually iron.
#RS-FJ-B
fixed Jaeger rear sight, brass
only $9.99
#RS-FJ-I
fixed Jaeger rear sight, steel
only $7.99
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Folding leaf sight kit............................................ #RS-PA-19-K
Wax cast steel, not polished, the sight and leaf are separate,
not assembled. Install your pivot pin, using a drill press. Drill
carefully from either side. The dovetail base is about .725”ong,
.750” wide, .078” deep.
#RS-PA-19-K
Jaeger rear sight, steel
only $19.99

